Services
2018

eLearning
online training development

Design courses
Working with representatives from all UC campuses, we develop innovative and engaging online training.

Launch
in coordination with the LMS Administrator, we help get courses uploaded to the UC Learning Center.

Report
Tracking reactions, behavior, and how many people completed trainings.

Conference
and educational services

Video production

Film & Edit
We work with you on a script, arrange for actors, capture in state-of-the-art Recording Studio, or animate your videos.

Publish
Distribute via YouTube.

Broadcast
and recording of presentations for those unable to attend in-person.

Registration
website setup, online form creation, real-time reports of RSVPs, and sign-in table.

Logistics
Catering, room reservations, table setup, audio/visual (mics, speakers, display), question moderation.

training.ucr.edu